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Welcome to Early Excellence, a unique and highly-specialist 
organisation with an unparalleled reputation for supporting 
schools to develop the very best practice and provision for 
young learners. We are passionate about supporting young 
children’s development and provide a wide range of 
services and products to support school improvement.

Our Curriculum Team offer high-level consultancy, expert 
training and online CPD, and work closely with schools to 
help design and resource learning environments for children 
aged 3-7yrs. 

As you look through this brochure, which highlights our 
outdoor solutions and unique resource collections, we hope 
that our knowledge of best practice and commitment to 
quality shines through. 

We would love to support your work and help you to achieve 
your vision for early learning. 

With best wishes 
 

Liz Marsden
Founder & CEO
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Resource every 
area of learning 

to enrich the 
curriculum



To gain help in developing  
your practice and provision,  
talk to one of our Curriculum 
Consultants today.
 

Contact our team on:
+44 (0) 1422 311 314 
admin@earlyexcellence.com

Understanding  
Best Practice with 
Early Excellence 
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At the heart of Early Excellence lies a deep 
understanding of how young children learn and the 
importance of establishing a well-planned, rich and 
stimulating environment to underpin children’s 
personal development and academic achievement. 

We offer much expertise to support staff development 
and specialise in helping practitioners to understand 
the link between the environment and the curriculum 
– and how each area of provision can be effectively 
resourced, organised and managed to create rich and 
meaningful learning opportunities. 

Our Curriculum Model helps to illustrate the Early 
Excellence approach, and our ‘Guide to Outdoor 
Provision’ explains in greater detail the learning 
potential of each area with planning included for all 
areas of outdoor provision. 

Contact  
Early Excellence for 
Advice & Support 

Directed Activities
Curriculum through focused 

discussion and group activities

Enhanced Provision
Curriculum through resource stimulus, 
interactive displays, visits and visitors

Continuous Provision
Curriculum through high quality

indoor and outdoor learning environments

Highly-engaged self-initiated 

learning with open-ended continuous 

provision materials
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Guide to  
Outdoor Provision 

Highly practical, adult directed 

group work to introduce, practice 

and apply key learning

Deep level involvement with carefully 

planned enhanced activities that 

connect with children’s interests

Gain help to develop your outdoor 
curriculum; how to plan, resource 
and teach effectively, with this highly 
practical guide that includes 
planning for all areas of provision.

Guide to Outdoor Provision
BKS99906

Order your 
Guide to 
Outdoor 

Provision Today 
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Resourcing  
Outdoor Learning 
with Early Excellence 
Offering you a complete solution to resourcing your 
outdoor curriculum is a unique part of our work. You will 
find a full range of collections for every area of provision, 
carefully curated to offer continuity and enable 
progression 3-7yrs.

All of the resources have been selected for both quality and 
purpose, and aim to support you in developing a rich and 
stimulating curriculum across all areas of learning.

The Complete Outdoor Resource Set for 3-7yrs  
ensures that when you invest in Early Excellence, you gain 
not only the best, high-quality resources, but the 
opportunity to develop a truly inspirational learning 
environment for your children. 

Explore fully 
resourcing your 

outdoor curriculum 
with Early Excellence 

admin@earlyexellence.com



Complete Outdoor  
Resource Set 3-7yrs  
ODCA01

Make resourcing your outdoor area quick and easy with a complete set of resources, expertly curated to inspire young children’s learning

Role Play Occupations  
Complete Collection 3-7yrs 
ODRR01

Mud Kitchen Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs 
ODMK01

Creative Materials Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs 
ODTA01

Gardening & Growing 
Complete Collection 3-7yrs 
ODDG01

Playing Games Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs 
ODPG01

Complete Outdoor Provision 
Books Collection 3-7yrs  
ODBKS01 
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Sand & Gravel Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs 
ODSG01

Giant Wooden Scale 3-7yrs 
ODSG07

Water Investigations 
Complete Collection 3-7yrs
ODWP01 

Role Play Picnic Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs
ODPC01

Exploring Nature Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs  
ODEN01

Role Play Camping Complete  
Collection 3-7yrs
ODDC01 

Products & prices  
may vary, please 

refer to our website 
for the latest 
information

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

Building & Constructing 
Complete Collection 3-7yrs
ODBC01



For more information about our 
outdoor stores and storage solutions, 
talk to one of our EYFS/KS1 Curriculum 
Consultants today.   
 

Contact our team on:
+44 (0) 1422 311 314 
admin@earlyexcellence.com

Organising Outdoor  
Learning with  
Early Excellence
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Contact Early 
Excellence for Advice 
& Support

Shelves and small boxes arranged with labels to ensure accessiblility

To help you effectively manage your outdoor 
environment we offer a range of outdoor stores, 
shelving and storage containers, all highly durable 
and suitable for outdoor use.  
 
The stores have been carefully chosen for their size, 
quality and durability making them a great 
investment. Whether choosing one large store to 
house all of your equipment or several smaller stores 
to position equipment near to each of your learning 
zones, the stores will help you and your children to 
easily organise and access your resources.
 
We also supply a range of highly versatile shelves 
which can be used inside the stores or placed 
outside under a covered area, as well as a wide range 
of storage containers to help manage smaller 
collections – everything you need to get organised!



A complete outdoor store, fully 

equipped & organised with every 

area of provision

Plenty of space for large 
scale equipment to be 

stacked together
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Explore high-quality 
outdoor stores with  

Early Excellence 

admin@earlyexellence.com
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Stores are fully 
installed with a 

10 year warranty

Secure locks and bolts, 

wooden floor and ramp into 

shed, shelves and hooks inside

Fully Equipped 
Large Store
Installed into your play area by 
our in-house team, this large fully 
equipped store includes all the 
Complete Resource Collections 
and books shown on page 7, as 
well as a full set of storage 
containers, boxes and baskets  
to organise the resources 
effectively. Everything you  
need to establish a dynamic 
outdoor curriculum. 

Fully Equipped Large Store
ODCCLG
Dimensions
– Height 2072mm (6’ 8”)
– Width 2240mm (7’ 4”)
– Depth 3330mm (10’ 11”)

Fully Equipped Large Store
ODCCLG

Products & prices 
may vary throughout. 
Refer to website for 
latest information

earlyexcellence.com
/uae
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Fully Equipped Small Store  
Module 3
Installed free of charge, this small store comes fully 
equipped with five Complete Resource Collections plus 
a full set of storage containers and labels. Module 3 
includes Mud Kitchen with benches, Role Play Den, Role 
Play Picnic, Role Play Occupations and Playing Games.

Fully Equipped Small Store Module 3
ODCCSG03

Fully Equipped Small Store  
Module 2
Installed free of charge, this small store comes fully 
equipped with four Complete Resource Collections plus a 
full set of storage containers and labels. Module 2 includes 
Water Investigations, Sand & Gravel, Giant Wooden Balance 
Scale and Natural Materials.

Fully Equipped Small Store Module 2
ODCCSG02

Installed free of charge, this small store comes fully 
equipped with three Complete Resource Collections plus 
a full set of storage containers and labels. Module 1 
includes Building & Constructing, Gardening & Growing 
and Exploring Nature.

Fully Equipped Small Store Module 1
ODCCSG01

Fully Equipped Small Store  
Module 1

Choose all  
three stores and 

fully resource 
your outdoor 

curriculum today

 

Complete Set of Fully Equipped Small Stores
ODCCS3G

ODCCS3G

Choose modules  1, 2 or 3, or contact our team to bespoke your own store

Includes all small stores & the outdoor books set 0DBKS01

The Outdoor 
Provision Books 

Collection shown on 

page 7 is included 

when purchasing all 
three stores
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Developing  
Areas of  
Provision
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Water Investigations  
Complete Collection 3-7yrs 
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Water 
Investigations

–   Developing curiosity, looking 
closely and observing cause  
and effect

–  Investigating properties of  
materials, exploring movement, 
speed and flow

–  Trying out new things, taking  
risks and testing out ideas

–  Building strength and  
co-ordination, transporting large 
equipment, containers and water

Learning 
Opportunities

Outdoor Curriculum

The open-ended nature of water makes 
investigation irresistible to young children. Add a 
great selection of large resources and watch as 
your children learn how to move and manipulate 
water with growing confidence.

Explore our  
full range of Water 
Resources online

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

All the equipment your children need to 
investigate the properties of water 
outdoors, including large-scale pipes, 
guttering and containers. 

Water Investigations Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs 
ODWP01

New

Water Investigations Storage  
Collection 3-7yrs
ODSTWP
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Other 
colours 
available

online

Set of Grey Buckets
ODWP13

Set of Jerry Cans
ODWP15

Set of Sweeping Brushes
ODWP09

Set of Jugs, Funnels & Tubing
ODWP19

Set of Red Graduated Bowls
Red ODWP05

Collect & Transport Water Collection
3-7yrs 

Moving Water Collection 
3-7yrs 

Help your children to develop their problem 
solving skills, co-ordination and control with this 
extensive set of containers, jugs and buckets.  
 
Collect & Transport Water Collection 
ODWP20

Enjoy supporting your children as they 
investigate how to connect materials to make 
water flow in different directions.  
 
Moving Water Collection 
ODWP21

Mark Making Collection
ODEA02

Set of Guttering and Pipe 
Stands  
ODWP22

Guttering & Pipe
Stands

The perfect 
size for young 

children to 
manage 



Building & Constructing  
Complete Collection 3-7yrs
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Building & 
Constructing

–  Thinking creatively and  
solving problems through building 
and constructing

–  Exploring size, shape and space by 
creating large scale structures

–  Developing strength and 
co-ordination by rolling, stacking, 
lifting and balancing equipment

–  Playing imaginatively, expressing  
and communicating ideas

Learning 
Opportunities

Outdoor Curriculum

Bound to be hugely popular with your children, these 
large-scale construction resources are an essential 
resource for all outdoor areas, offering huge 
opportunities for creativity and physical challenge. 

Explore our full  
range of Building  
& Constructing

Resources online
earlyexcellence.com

/uaeA great range of durable building  
materials, bringing rich opportunities for 
children to build a range of structures,  
dens and shelters. 

Building & Constructing Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs
ODBC01

Building & Construction
Resources

Explore the complete range 
of accessories online

Set of Wheels
ODBC15

Set of Steering 
Wheels
ODBC16

Set of Den Clips
ODBC21

Set of Wooden 
Chalkboards
MM09
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Building Crates  
Collection
A key resource for large scale building 
play, these crates will stand up the rigours 
of everyday, outdoor use.  

Building Crates Collection
ODBC05

Sets of individual 

crates available online

Tall Storage Tub
ODST06

Set of Poles & Planks
ODBC06

Set of Baskets & Pulleys
ODBC14

Role Play Den Covers Collection 
ODBC20 

Sack Cart
ODBC07

Building Vehicles Collection
ODBC03

Products & prices 
may vary throughout. 
Refer to website for 
latest information

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

Heavy Duty. 
Ideal for 

storing planks 
& poles

Outdoor play crates

Set of Dark Blue Play Crates
ODBC11

Set of Red Play Crates
ODBC10

Set of Dark Green Play Crates
ODBC22
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Role Play

–  Exploring imaginative ideas, 
engaging in role play, story  
and narrative

–  Using fine and gross motor skills to 
manipulate and move materials 

–  Sharing in talk with others, 
co-operating and learning to 
respond in many ways

–  Representing ideas, thoughts and 
feelings through story-making and 
role play

Learning 
Opportunities

Outdoor Curriculum

Role Play Camping  
Complete Collection 3-7yrs
An easy to erect den with covers and rugs, bedding, 
cooking equipment and food, along with ruck sacks and 
a trolley for easy transportation. 

Role Play Camping Complete  Collection 3-7yrs
ODDC01 

Red Trolley
ODBC19

Role play outdoors offers children a fantastic 
opportunity to develop their social skills, language and 
communication as they re-enact familiar experiences 
and create their own imaginative stories. By providing 
children with a carefully selected range of equipment, 
you will ensure that they become highly engaged. 

Explore our full  
range of Role Play 
Resources online

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

Camping Cooking Collection
ODDC04
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Build on children’s fascinations with the adults they see 
around them, with resources that support play based on 
familiar experiences and events. 

Role Play Occupations Complete Collection 3-7yrs
ODRR01

Role Play Occupations 
Complete Collection 3-7yrs

Includes wooden frame, cotton fitted cover, waterproof cover & clips

Role Play Picnic Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs
With these delightful resources your children will be able 
to fill a hamper and find the perfect spot! Ideal for 
children’s personal, social and language development.    

Role Play Picnic Complete  
Collection 3-7yrs
ODP01 

Outdoor Role Play 
Den

Outdoor Role Play Den Frame
ODDC02

Set of Deckchairs
ODPC03

Set of Hampers 
ODDB08

Role Play Picnic Collection
ODPC02
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Gain Help to  
Design Your Outdoor 
Curriculum with 
Early Excellence 
For help to review and develop your outdoor 
curriculum 3-7yrs, simply contact Early Excellence.  
Our Curriculum Consultants are highly experienced 
at teaching outdoors and are able to advise you on 
how to improve your planning, routines and 
resources to help you develop a rich and 
stimulating learning environment.
 
We specialise in fully resourcing outdoor learning 
with open-ended resource collections and storage 
solutions that transform children’s learning 
opportunities and improve teaching outdoors.
 
During each consultation we will help you identify 
the strengths and areas of development of your 
current practice, and provide a fully costed list of 
recommended equipment to help you meet the 
needs of your curriculum. 

Enquire about our FREE planning 
service and gain help to develop your 
outdoor learning environment. 

Contact Early Excellence on:
+44 (0) 1422 311 314 
admin@earlyexcellence.com

Contact  
Early Excellence for 
Support & Advice 

You might store your 
resources like this! 

Discussing the layout 
of the outdoor space

Access expert 
support to help 

you develop 
your outdoor 
environment
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A bird’s eye view.  
Digital plans of your outdoor 

area for you to share 

Learning transformed.  

A newly developed outdoor 

area fully resourced 

Work with our team 
to prioritise the 

resources you need 
to enrich your 

outdoor curriculum

Gain detailed  
plans showing how 
to use your space 
more effectively
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Investigating 
Materials

–  Exploring and manipulating  
materials, developing co-ordination 
and control 

–  Inventing stories and developing 
narratives by connecting ideas  
or events

–  Developing confidence to share 
ideas and talk to other children  
when playing

–  Learning to collaborate,  
share resources and develop  
shared narratives

Learning 
Opportunities

Outdoor Curriculum

Children delight in playing with natural materials which 
offer many opportunities for developing physical skills, 
as well as imaginative thinking, scientific and 
mathematical investigations. Make sure to incorporate 
these into your provision if you have the space.  

Mud Kitchen Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs
Invest in this set of outdoor benches and all 
the equipment needed to investigate 
mixtures and potions.

Mud Kitchen Complete Collection 3-7yrs
ODMK01

Explore our  
full range of Mud, 

Sand & Gravel 
Resources online

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

Mud kitchen 
benches 
available 
separately 

online

Set of Cauldrons 
ODMK09

Set of Mini Trugs 
& Clips
ODMK12

Set of Assorted 
Black Trugs
ODST22

Set of Mixing Jugs 
& Bottles
ODMK10

Set of Utensils
ODMK11

Mud Kitchen 
Resources

Top up your resources 
with small sets online
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Giant Wooden Scale 3-7yrs

A fantastic addition to your outdoor area to 
support construction role play and encourage 
exploration of weight and balance.

Giant Wooden Scale 3-7yrs 
ODSG07
Dimension: 
180 (w) x 90 (h) x 80 (d) cm

Sand & Gravel Complete  
Collection 3-7yrs
These larger-sized, small world animals and 
vehicles are a fantastic resource for developing 
children’s storytelling, creativity and language.

Sand & Gravel Complete  
Collection 3-7yrs
ODSG01 

Large Rattan Basket
ODST15

Set of Outdoor 
Dinosaurs
ODSW03

Set of Outdoor 
Wild Animals 
ODSW02

Set of Outdoor 
Vehicles
ODSG05

Set of Outdoor 
Buckets & 
Spades 
ODSG06

Sand & Gravel 
Resources

Top up your resources 
with small sets online

Galvanised, graduated buckets to balance and weigh all kinds 
of materials

Products & prices 
may vary throughout. 
Refer to website for 
latest information

earlyexcellence.com
/uae



Gardening & Growing  
Complete Collection 3-7yrs

–  Working collaboratively and developing 
confidence to share ideas

–  Extending vocabulary. raising 
questions, naming and grouping 

–  Understanding and exploring the 
properties of the natural world

–  Developing curiosity and observing 
cause and effect

Learning 
Opportunities

Outdoor Curriculum

Exploring the natural environment nurtures children’s 
well-being and deepens their understanding of the 
world around them. With a good range of resources you 
can encourage collaboration and communication 
alongside developing children’s knowledge and skills.  

High quality tools and equipment, with a wheelbarrow to transport 
everything to support your budding gardeners!

Gardening & Growing Complete Collection 3-7yrs 
ODDG01

Top up your resources 
with small sets online

Wheelbarrow
ODDG13

Set of Gardening 
Trugs
ODDG25

Set of Rakes & 
Spades 
ODDG16

Set of Garden 
Tools
ODDG11

Set of Natural 
Brushes
ODDG10

Gardening 
Resources

Explore our  
full range of  

Gardening & Nature 
Resources online

earlyexcellence.com
/uae
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Exploring  
Nature
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Explore fully 
resourcing your 

outdoor area with 
Early Excellence 

admin@earlyexellence.com

Exploring Nature Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs 

Investigating Weather Collection
ODWW03

Investigating Nature Collection 
ODDG18

Investigating Air & Wind Collection
ODWW02

Set of Bug Jars & Magnifiers
ODDG06

A fascinating collection full of everything children need to start 
exploring their outdoor environment and the life within it.

Exploring Nature Complete Collection 3-7yrs  
ODEN01

Exploring Nature 
Accessories

Set of Coloured 
Square Trays
DIS13

Set of A4 Wooden 
Clipboards
ODDG23

Set of Green 
Square Trays
DIS05

Large Green 
Carryall
ODST10
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Playing Games Complete 
Collection 3-7yrs

Playing  
Creatively 

–   Being energetic, exploring  
physical skills, improving 
co-ordination and control

–   Developing a sense of number, 
pattern, shape, space and measure 
using open-ended equipment  
and materials

–   Concentrating for a period of time 
and completing a task

–   Learning to collaborate with others, 
taking turns, and sharing ideas

Learning 
Opportunities

Outdoor Curriculum

Set of  
Outdoor Dice
ODPG05

Set of Cones & 
Tops
ODPG04

Set of Outdoor 
Skittles 1-10
ODPG08

Set of Number 
Mats 0-10
ODPG12

Set of Number 
Mats 1-30
ODPG13

Maths  
Resources

Top up your resources 
with small sets online

Explore our  
full range of 

Games & Weaving 
Resources online

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

With this ready made collection of games equipment 
you can enrich children’s outdoor learning, providing 
many opportunities for mathematical thinking. 

Playing Games Complete Collection 3-7yrs 
ODPG01

Encourage your children to be creative and 
inventive with these open-ended collections. 
Highly physical and great for collaborative play, 
children will really enjoy playing a whole variety 
of games and spending time creatively exploring 
colour, texture and pattern.    
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Creative Materials
Complete Collection 3-7yrs

Weaving Materials Set

Natural Materials Set

A fabulous collection of 
colourful weaving materials

Handmade woven 
willow. Safe to use with 

no spikey nails

Many textures shapes & sizes 
for pattern making

Weaving
Accessories

Set of Obelisks
ODW02

Set of Weaving 
Mats
ODW08

Set of Large 
Wooden Rings
ODW09

An inspiring collection of weaving frames and natural 
materials for children to enjoy as they creatively explore 
shape, form, size and pattern. 

Creative Materials Complete  
Collection 3-7yrs
ODTA01

Organise a wide variety of weaving materials 
with this complete set and basket.

Creative Weaving Basket Set
ODTA02

A wide selection of natural materials can 
be easily orgnanised with this complete 
set & basket.

Natural Materials Basket Set
ODTA03

Multi-Compartment Basket
BS10
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To connect with our work and gain 
access to advice and support for EYFS 
& KS1 go online:  
earlyexcellence.com/subscribe
 
Contact Early Excellence on:
+44 (0) 1422 311 314 
admin@earlyexcellence.com

Be Inspired &  
Stay Ahead of  
Best Practice with  
Early Excellence

Sign-up Today

At Early Excellence, promoting best practice  
is our mission. Everything we do from our online and 
onsite training, bespoke consultancy and school 
improvement services; through to our learning walks, 
videos, podcasts and blogs - aims to inform and 
inspire your practice.

Staying connected with our work and becoming part 
of a rich learning community has never been easier.  
Simply subscribe to our emails and social media 
channels to receive regular updates and be the first to 
access our fantastic range of free resources and 
events.  So, whether you need some inspiration to 
refresh your Early Years or KS1 practice or are looking 
for expert support to help you develop a long term 
improvement strategy; our highly experienced team of 
Curriculum Consultants are here to support you.

Enquire about bespoke training and consultancy to drive forward your school improvement agenda
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Get Connected

Linkedin
linkedin.com/in/early-excellence
-894419140/
Connect and keep updated. 

Twitter
@earlyexcellence
Follow us and be the first to find
out about our announcements.

Facebook
facebook.com/earlyexcellence
Like us and share information
about our latest news and events.

Pinterest
pinterest.com/earlyexcellence
Follow our board for visual 
inspiration and new ideas.

Instagram
instagram.com/earlyexcellence
Follow our page for images,
videos and conversation.

YouTube
youtube.com/earlyexcellenceltd
Subscribe to our channel for 
news and practical advice.

Access videos, blogs 
and podcasts to inspire 

your thinking 

Explore online learning and book a programme of support for your whole team
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Choosing Outdoor 
Storage & Books 
With a good selection of outdoor storage, designed to 
house equipment of all shapes and sizes, you can be 
sure to organise all of your resources effectively, 
making them easy to access and transport. 

Easy to erect, plastic 
shelves for covered 

outdoor areas & sheds

Outdoor Storage Shelf
A two tiered, plastic shelving unit offering a 
simple way to arrange your equipment to 
enable easy access for adults and children. 

Outdoor Storage Shelf
ODST25

Organise your 
outdoor area with 
Early Excellence 
storage solutions 

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

Outdoor Shelving

Outdoor Storage 
Ideas

Ways to organise resources for ease of access

Use A5 trays to 
store small tools 

& equipment
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Storage Box 22L
ODST05

Storage Box 50L
ODST09

Storage Box 84L
ODST03

Storage Box 64L
ODST04

Medium Green Carry Container
ODST02

Large Transparent Box
ODST11

Large Rattan Basket 
ODST15

Large Green Carryall
ODST10

Tall Storage Tub
ODST06

Large Green Carry Container
ODST01

Medium Transparent Box
ODST12

Set of Hyacinth Baskets
ODST20

Outdoor Boxes & Baskets

Great 
storage for 
planks & 

poles

Ideal for 
natural 

materials & long 

gardening tools

Outdoor Storage 
Options

Set of Assorted 
Black Trugs
ODST22

Choosing Outdoor Storage & Books 

Set of A5 Trays
A5T6TRA

Set of Dark Green Play Crates
ODBC22



Set of Large & Small Trugs
ODWP14

Set of Green Graduated Bowls
ODWP03

Set of Coloured Trugs
ODPG07

Set of Blue Graduated Bowls
ODWP04

Large Deep Rectangular Tray
ODST18

Set of Graduated Round Trays
DIS04

Set of Assorted Black Trugs
ODST22

Large Square Tray
DIS01

Large Rectangular Tray
DIS12

Large Octagonal Tuff Tray
ODST16
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Outdoor Trays, Trugs & Bowls



Exploring Weather Book Set 3-7yrs
ODBKS07

British Wildlife Book Set 3-7yrs
ODBKS02

Outdoor Adventures Story Book Set 
3-7yrs
ODBKS06 

Garden Story Book Set 3-7yrs
ODBKS05

Garden Wildlife Book Set 3-7yrs
ODBKS01

Minibeast Story Book Set
ODBKS03

Poetry Out & About Book Set 3-7yrs
ODBKS04
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Books to Support Learning

Complete Outdoor Provision 
Books Collection 3-7yrs
A carefully curated collection of beautiful 
books to stimulate curiosity, feed the 
imagination and support enquiry.

Complete Outdoor Provision 
Books Collection 3-7yrs  
ODBKS01 

Constantly updated to 
include recently 
published titles



Find out how MOVE can 
support your purchasing 
process and make your 
buying more efficient.

Contact Frontier for a demo
info@frontieredu.ae

Contact Frontier 
Education for
Advice & Support

To support our international shipping across  
the UAE, Early Excellence are delighted to be 
partnering with Frontier Education, a company 
committed to providing efficient solutions and 
adding value to school procurement processes.
 
Frontier Education are proud to utilise MOVE -  
The Multilevel Online-Ordering System where you 
will find a full range of Early Excellence products 
available to order.
 
MOVE is a user-friendly procurement solution 
developed with the challenges faced by schools 
and school groups in mind. The solution does not 
require complicated software or any system 
integration and it can be accessed anytime, from 
anywhere, providing flexibility, convenience and 
value to all stakeholders.

Our Exclusive 
Distribution
Partnership 
with Frontier

Benefits of MOVE

Order Early 
Excellence 

resources for your 
classrooms

earlyexcellence.com
/uae

– Web-based system
– B udget Allocation and Spend
 Analysis
–  Over 80,000 products across 

various brands and categories
– Dashboard & Order Tracking
– Prices in AED
–  Approval hierarchy with up to 5 

levels of approval

Call: +44 (0) 1422 311 314 Shop Online: earlyexcellence.com/uae

Distribution Partner



ADD ITEMS
TO CART

NEXT LEVEL APPROVES
AMENDS OR REJECTS

SUBMMITED 
FOR APPROVAL

APPROVAL BY
ALL LEVELS

QUOTATION ISSUED FOR 
APPROVED ORDER

ORDER CONFIRMED
AND SHIPPED

QUALITY CHECK
IN UAE

DELIVERY TO
SCHOOL

MOVE is already being used by leading schools and school groups across GCCExplore how MOVE can 
support your ordering 

processes

Explore MOVE a user friendly 
procurement solution offering 
flexibilty convenience and value

Get Equipped Outdoors 3–7yrs

Distribution Partner



Excel based quick order forms

Training, Conference and Workshops 
in partnership with our Specialist Suppliers

Quotations in local and overseas currencies.
Flexible Payment terms

VAT Inclusive Prices

Latest catalogues from leading
overseas supplier delivered to

your doorstep

Reliable and trusted with
 domain expertise

E-catalogue & Online Ordering
Various modes of shipment depending

on the urgency of the order Quality Products at affordable Prices

Large range of categories and brands Economies of scale with bulk shipping

Budgetary quotation service
- all inclusive DDP prices Outsourcing services Duty Delivery Paid (DDP) option

Locally available stocks Delivery scheduling as per 
school convenience Credit Terms Available

Door to Door Service
Local warehousing for 

start-up schools 
Special price contracts for

annual bulk order

Sales and customer service teams 
and technical support available locally

Staggered deliveries

CONVENIENCE FLEXIBILITY VALUE

Why Frontier Education? 

Call: +44 (0) 1422 311 314 Shop Online: earlyexcellence.com/uae



Order Form

Customer Name:

Name of the School or Company:

P.O Box No:

Email:

Special Delivery Instructions:

Request for Quotation/Proforma:

Your Order No:

Delivery Address:

City & Emirate:

Credit Account No:

Cat. No Description Page No .
 Unit Price

in AED
 Total Price

in AEDQuantity

Terms and Conditions

These terms and conditions of sale shall be deemed to be 
incorporated in the contract between Frontier Education and the 
customer.

1. Prices
All prices excludes 5 % VAT which will be charged at the time of 
invoicing the order. Prices quoted supersede all previous prices. We 
aim to hold all prices fixed (E&OE) until 31/12/2023 but reserve the 
right to change prices without prior notice. You will be advised of 
any increase prior to dispatch. Prices listed are ex- Frontier 
Education warehouse in DIP, Dubai. Frontier Educations also 
reserves the right to amend prices where a print error has 
occurred.

2. Delivery
Timeline of the delivery will be communicated once your order has 
been processed.

Telephone / E-mail Orders
Orders sent by post or E-mailed must clearly mention
“CONFIRMED ORDER” to avoid duplication of orders. We cannot 
accept any responsibility or associated costs for duplicated orders if 
this procedure is not followed.

3. Payment
Cash Payment for your order should be made on delivery unless you 
have a Credit Account with us. Post Dated Cheques are not 
acceptable. For Current dated Cheques, goods will be delivered after 
the cheque has been cashed / credited to our bank account. Payment 
should be made in UAE Dirhams, in cash or bank cheque in favour of 
Frontier Education.

4. Property
Not withstanding delivery of the goods by Frontier Education, 
property of the goods will not pass to the purchaser until the goods 
have been paid for in full. We reserve the right to reclaim goods for 
which payment has not been made.

5.  Availability
Goods in this catalogue are subject to availability. Sometimes goods 
will be “out of stock” or “discontinued” due to reasons beyond our 
control. We bear no responsibility for any damages occurring due to 
goods not being delivered or delayed. We reserve the right to cancel 
and close the orders from our end in case we are unable to supply 
the ordered item.

6. Notice of Damage / Delivery Discrepancies
Deliveries are made by Frontier Education staff and all goods are 
expected to be checked in presence of Frontier Education at the 
time of delivery. Discrepancies may be noted on the delivery note 
and faulty and damage items may be returned.
Discrepancies reported after delivery will be subject to review and 
investigation and Frontier Education reserves the right to reject any 
claim which cannot be authenticated.

Note: The descriptions, specifications, illustrations and prices were 
correct at the time of printing, but are subject to alteration without 
notice. E&OE.

I confirm that all the Terms & Conditions have 
been read and accepted.

Note:

1. If you have a Credit Account with us, please quote your Credit
Account no. otherwise cash payment will be expected on delivery.

2. Although we try to hold stocks of all items listed in this catalogue
there may be instances that we may run out of stock.

VAT at 5%

Total Order Value in UAE Dirhams

AED

AED

AED

AED

Total value of goods in AED

Delivery Charges in UAE Dirhams

Get Equipped Outdoors 3–7yrs



Early Excellence
Inspirational Learning

Early Excellence Head Office 
The Old Foundry, Rosemount Estate, 
Huddersfield Road, Elland HX5 0EE   

Telephone: +44 (0) 1422 311 314
Email: admin@earlyexcellence.com 
www.earlyexcellence.com/uae

Frontier Edu General Trading LLC 
Office no. B1501, The Opus by 
Omniyat, Al Amaal Street,
Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates

Telephone: +971 4 591 4943
Email: info@frontieredu.ae
www.frontieredu.aeDistribution Partner


